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1  Colour the graphemes that represent oo ew ue u_e u  
in the List Words.

2    Go to the List Words for Unit 29. Count the sounds and 
iden  fy all the graphemes in each List Word.

3  Write any other le  ers that can represent oo ew ue u_e u  on 
the Grapheme Chart. Write one word example for each.

dew
due
lose
choose
prove
groove
approve
canoe
juicy
pure
cure
secure
endure
excuse
amuse
enthuse
bruise
usually
conclude
distribution
genuine
humour
humorous
enthusiasm
community

Unit

29 boot  screw  glue  flute  ruleroo ew ue u_e u

4  Colour the grapheme, shown at the beginning of each row, 
in the words in each row if it represents oo ew ue u_e u  or 

y u(yoo)  oo ew ue u_e u .

5  Write List Words to rhyme.

6  Write words from the brackets to  nish the sentences.

7  Colour the blocks blue 
where you hear a blend of 
the two sounds yoo .
Colour the other blocks 
red, to see what shapes 
are revealed.

shoe    Lucy 
cruise    include 
confuse    rumour 
move    contribution 
lure    mature   

The  on the grass had dried by the time our bus was . (dew, due)

I have a  tooth. I don’t want to  it when it falls out. (loose, lose)

Sue  an orange juice. Now I will  a milkshake. (choose, chose)

Bruce got a huge  when he hit his elbow on the edge of the stove where he 

 his cup of tea each day. (brews, bruise)

  dew       choose        due      lose      humour       amuse       drew       excuse      obtuse
cure canoeing pure shoe huge do fewer tooth stew to argue
usual    unusual    distribute    threw     humorously     cubic     loose      genuinely       new
 groovy    canoeist    secure    enthuse      enthusiastic         conclusion         conclusive
 juicy    conclude      endure     include         exclusive         enthusiasm     juiciest    cruel
 endurance      inexcusable     prove     approve     approval      improvement       bruise
 

tooth      loose      woollen      groovy      choosy      blood       ooroo

clue      guest      argue      oblique       uent      value      continueue

canoe      shoe      poem      potatoes      does      canoeist      toeoe

fewer      screw      sew      threw      rewire       rewood      bewilderedew

approval      lose      obtuse      improvement      whom      stove      discovero

juiciest      suitable      liquid      disguise      equipment      bruisedui

u during      column      incurable      conclusive      endurance      truly

cure argue
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8 Colour Code one word part from each column to form List Words.

9  Circle the List Words from which these words have been built.

10  Write the List Words from the same word families as these words.

11  Write the words in the box under the La  n root words and meanings from which they have developed.
Use your dic  onary to help.

hu thuse

con noe

en dure

ex mour

en cuse

ca clude

gen u rous

us trib ity

hu mmun iasm

co thus ine

dis mo ally

en u ution

dewy insecure bruised unusually amusement disapproved concluded
impure unamused canoeist genuinely humorously improvement redistribution

choosy  incurable  communities 

groovy  inexcusable  enthusiastic 

juiciest  conclusive  distribute 

fugio insular lumen luna unus
means I  ee means an island means a light means moon means one

Challenge
Write List Words to  t in the word shapes. Write the le  ers from the numbered boxes below to get the answer to the riddle.

                                           
11     3    2     5      4     13    3     4       9        8      10     2       7       10      3        7      10       8    11      3     7       5        1

                                            .
  3    15    4     3     10     5     6   14       9      12      12     4   15      8   14       9     12     12      4        3      10         5        6

Why was the steam train, Chew Choo, confused?
’

f

lunar fugitive unity insular luminous refugee illuminate peninsular lunatic unite


